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Abstract: The paper aims to highlight the im
mportant role of risk
management, because if the exposure of an
a entity is nott only
affected its leeader, but alsso employees and their fam
milies,
customers, beeneficiaries off products or services, and even
people in the area
a
. The purppose of this worrk is to highlighht the
stages of risk management, to present the main categoriies of
risk factors froom the level of local public insstitutions but allso to
identify measuures that will determinate thhe decrease of their
vulnerability at corruptionn facts at thhe level of these
institutions.
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1. INTRODU
UCTION
Risk manaagement is a complex proocess of scientific
approach to risks
r
that uses material resouurces, financiall and
human for goaal setting whichh concerns the reduce of expoosure
to losses. In thhe risk manageement, process should achievee two
broad objectiives, namely: pre-and post--event goals. Risk
management includes
i
these four
f
phases: ideentification andd risk
assessment, risk analysis, riskk management,, risk financing. It is
n
that if an enntity's risk expoosure is not afffected
important to note
but its leader, but also emplooyees and their families, custom
mers,
beneficiaries of
o products or services, and even people inn the
area. From this perspecttive, the objjective of "ssocial
b
pre goalss and
responsibility"" category muust belong to both
objectives of post-event cattegory. Until not
n long ago, I was
tempted to believe that organnizations are suubject solely too acts
rationally orgaanized, precise, meticulous. Inn fact, we convvince
more and morre that exist witthin them a largge dose of irrattional
behavior resullting from any action
a
that (hum
man, economic,, etc.)
is contained in a complex and very diveerse influencess and
determinationss difficult to detected (Allaire et al., 1998).

2. IDENTIF
FICATION AND
A
RISK MANAGEME
M
ENT
IN LOCAL PUBLIC INS
STITUTION
NS
a
2.1. Identificaation and risk assessment
Risk identificaation is the firsst and most impportant stage off risk
management process,
p
it consiists in identifying potential haazards
that exist withhin the entity. Inn this stage, is realized a moddeling
of technical system, orgganizational annd manageriaal of
investigated enntity in order to determine and
a highlight itss key
issues, seen ass a system andd an indication of the influennce of
exogenous rissk factors (Pruunea, 2003). Hazard
H
identificcation
activity has thhe purpose to detect if possibble all existingg risk
factors. For syystematic risk identification
i
a
activity
can be used
several methoods of work, such
s
as questioonnaires or lissts of
questions, cataalogs or lists of
o hazards, methhods of quantittative
and qualitativve analysis to identify hazarrds. The most used
techniques to identify risks are:
a interview of
o the strategic and
responsibles,,
surveyandd
questionnnaire,
operational
brainstorming on your activvities or departments, organnizing
focus groups,, comparison groups, checkks, etc.( Gheoorghe,
2003).

2.2. Risk factors of public institu
utions
Risk
R
factors asssociated to thhe entities from
m rural publicc
instiitutions can be classified
c
as:
•
Internal risk-factors;
r
•
External risk-factors.
In tu
urn, external risk factors can be divided into: risk factorss
determined by envvironmental (obbjective); risk factors
f
such byy
man nature (subjjective) (Ghita eet al., 2004).
hum
It is important to specify
s
that riskk factors are no
ot independent,,
and losses of evennt risk situationns are often co
onsequences off
interrdependence beetween them.
Thiss category of riisk factors from
m the local pub
blic institutionss
may
y include:
a) In
n the field of access to informaation: failure by
y the authoritiess
of sp
pecialized depaartments;
b) Advertising
A
of information: inncognizance / poor
p
knowledgee
of th
he types of infformation that ccan offered, th
he local councill
resu
ults
c) Promoting
P
adm
ministrative traansparency: po
oor / lack off
train
ning of staff in the Public Relations dep
partment, poorr
com
mmunication witth users of offerred public serviices.
d) Financial
F
management: lack oof transparency
y in the publicc
proccurement system
m.
H
error
2.3 Human
Although
A
the concept
c
of hum
man error has a pronouncedd
subjective characteer, it can be deefined as a daangerous actionn
that exceed a certaiin threshold of aacceptability.
p
in activities and socio-economic
s
c
Whaatever form of participation
proccesses, human factor
f
makes, eiither directly orr indirectly, thee
levels of potential risks
r
associatedd entity to which
h it belongs.
s
that humaan error is at th
he origin of 20-Exissting statistics show
90%
% of all major acccidents of the ssystems.
Number
N
of erroors produced iss determined by
y the reliabilityy
of th
he human factoor, subject whiich remains wiidely discussedd
topicc by specialissts and still impossible to
o predict withh
suffiicient accuracyy. Research connducted in this area underlinee
the reality that huuman mistakes rate increased
d significantly,,
prop
portionally to inncreasing technnical complexity
y of the system
m
to which
w
it belongss, and of the com
mplexity of thee task, which hee
has to
t achieve. A chharacteristic eleement of the hu
uman factor is
System
m

Percentage off total errors
[%
%]
Av
viation
60-7
70
Aiir traffic control
90
0
Bu
uildings and briidges
75
5
Daams
75
5
Ro
ockets
20-5
53
Po
ower
20-8
80
Sh
hipping
80
0
Tab.. 1. Share mistaakes caused by hhuman error

Mentioned steps cannot realize in absence of the existence
of a risk management policy.

4. CONCLUSIONS

Fig.1. Likelihood of human error in the level of stress
(Serbu, 2002)
that the error committed can repaired, feature that called
recover of the error, being very important to estimate because it
enter for the calculation of the human risk.
Research has revealed apparently paradoxical reality that the
presence of very small, or too much stress, favors increasing the
number of human errors. A certain level of stress called
optimum stress, which varies from person to person can be
defined within some limits, it causes the decrease human errors
number and human reliability growth, as in figure 1.
In conclusion, the steps to be followed in analyzing the risk
posed by human factors are:
•
Identifying technical system and the work completed;
•
Define the task to achieve;
•
Identify possible ways of error;
•
Identify the consequences;
•
Identifying opportunities for error recovery;
•
The causes of error;
•
Identify strategies to reduce errors;
•
Technical measures to reduce risk;
•
Estimate the probability of error (P.E.U.);
•
Estimating the likelihood of recovery (R.E.U.);
•
Assessment of the losses (C);
The risk assessment produced by the human factor can
calculated with the formula:
R = P.E.U. * (1 - R.E.U.) * C

(1)

3. INTERNAL CONTROL AND RISK
MANAGEMENT
Techniques used in risk control can be divided into two
broad categories:
•
Control techniques (designed to minimize the costs of
those risks, to which the business is exposed)
Financing techniques (targeted to identify funds to meet
losses). They are chosen based on levels of acceptability or
unacceptability of risks. In any entity, risk management process
involves the following steps: identifying the activities and
operations, identify associated risks ,establish of risk factors or
criteria, risk assessment, risk hierarchy and setting priorities;
establishment of an owner, or person responsible for risk
management , defining an action plan and monitoring its
application, systematic reporting of the implementation of
internal control measures adopted and applied for effective risk
management and legal (Sandru & Sandru, 2009).

Basing on the increasing complexity of tasks and structures
missions of public institutions and widening the regulatory
domain (laws), are necessary the following conclusions:
•
Promote widely of the managerial principle, delegation of
authority and of finding new forms, methods, procedures
and rules whose observance is to protect the appearance
and manifestation of serious risks
•
Must be corrective measures for risk factors, such as; the
establishment of specialized departments in public
relations, publication of lists containing informationS that
can be automatically, on demand as well as those to which
access is restricted, promoting conditions formal to be met
by applicants to obtain information upon request in
writing, orally, promoting it available to the applicant in
case of refusal by a public institution;
•
Internal control tends to settle, becoming more in the
center responsibilities, concerns and activities of
managers.
•
The foundation on which is based the entire process of
optimization, management operations into one entity,
whatever it, is represented by the internal control
•
Lack of internal controls or formal organization / its poor
results in most cases leads to the conditions conducive to
the manifestation of fraud, taking advantage of weaknesses
system.
These findings lead to these measures in the organization:
establishing internal risk policy and structures for business units
and designing and reviewing processes for risk management

5. FUTURE WORK
In my next work I'll try not to make a future case study
regarding the level of risk due to human error in a local public
institution. Identifying risk factors and application management
of risk factors will substantially reduce them.
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